Rare Privileges To Be Sold To Top Bidders

War Crises Causes Drop In Enrollment
22 Students Enter

Yes, our enrollment passed the 350 mark, to be exact, it is 351. Sixteen of these are new students and six are returning to Central after having been a guest student or more.

Approximately sixty of our students will be leaving us in the spring for they have attained the rank of senior and will be going out into the cold, cruel world to seek their fortunes, in other words, to work.

The new students this semester are Jack Beamin, Albert Derry, Homer Bledsoe, George Bledsoe, William Cuthwaite, Rufus Dodrill, Fredric Ewing, Leland Foushee, David Lynch, Lemuel Mills, William Myers, Robert Ollham, Roscoe Reynolds, Jack Thomas, Tom Thompson, and Mary Ann Tool.

Those who are returning after having gone one semester or more are Lena Bellarm Armstrong, Martha Fitcher Davenport, William H. Howard, Maynard Moser, Albert Peterson, and Jack Pile.

We extend a warm greeting to welcome you to students and wish you luck and happiness throughout your stay at Central.

“Boots” Van Ostran Chosen
For Cherry Blossom Contest

If by chance you happen to see a potato chip bag floating leisurely about with a very attractive coed following close behind, don’t be alarmed! It’s probably “Boots” Van Ostran pursuing one of her favorite scientific studies—potato chips and their consumption.

“Boots”, known formerly as Beulah, has been chosen to represent Indiana Central as candidate for Cherry Blossom Princess of Indiana.

Boobs such as this are not new to our candidate. While she was a student at Jefferson High School in Lafayette, Indiana, “Boots” was chosen as queen of the high school newspaper. Incidentally, she was also a member of the staff.

Among her accomplishments is playing the violin. In high school she was awarded a first in the violin division of the District Music Contest.

Along the line of vital statistics, “Boots” is 5 ft 5½ in, brown-rated and has a pair of blue eyes.

Evidently the gal is rather fond of music for here at Central she is majoring in violin and minoring in voice. Her wagon is hitched to a star that just might turn into a Secondary Teacher’s License.

More evidence to confirm her musical interests are her extra-curricular activities. “Boots” is a member of the College Choir and plays first violin in the orchestra. In her spare time she finds time to be active in the Music Club, M.N.C., and the Alabibia Literary Society.

Boobs! Oh yes, “Boots” still finds time for hobbies. An avid spectator of sporting events, she ranks football first as her favorite sport with basketball and baseball close behind.

As to be expected, she hasn’t forgotten music even in her spare time. A record collection and listening to all kind of records is a very favorite past time of this gal.

“Boots” will be competing with college candidates from all over Indiana for the title of Cherry Blossom Princess. The winner in Indiana will be selected from photographs. Each candidate must be between the ages of 18 and 23 and a resident of Indiana.

The Indianapolis Star will sponsor the winning girl on a trip to Washington, D.C. and the National Cherry Blossom Festival.

The lucky princess will be caught in an exciting whirl of parties, luncheons, dinners and receptions.

With talent and beauty as the keynote of the Cherry Blossom contest, the Indiana Central candidates won’t be found wanting.

Here, Eda and Cecelia, is “Boots”, the gal who would look mighty nice without a cherry blossom crown.

“Case of Video Tremors”
Or “The Woes of a TV Set”

I am a television set. Scared by men when I have a slight case of video tremors or upset video screen. Pounded, kicked, laughed at, profaned, and kicked by any story.

You think humans have problems; well I have troubles I haven’t even heard yet.

A few days ago, I was sitting happily in a dealer’s display room, basking in the glorious rays of my fluorescent face, when I was rudely shocked out of my video meditations, hurled out into the snowstorm atmosphere and carried away to a new and awful-unfamiliar place called Willow Hall basement.

Hardly had I settled myself on my little brown pedestal when a horde of roaring, shrieking, screaming banhdes came tearing down the stairs and headed right for me.

Talk about being scared! I find no reason to fear the atom bomb after being struck by college students.

Immediately my switch was thrown on, to see what sort of cultural and uplifting programs of refinement I might hold.

Then the trouble really began. How would you like it if fifteen people started twisting your ears, nose and chin to make a prettier picture? Well maybe it would help your face but it sure didn’t help mine. That poor serviceman who just sits there with that slip-top shape would have collapsed if he had seen those mechanical eyes. And I don’t think the video technicians. (I use the term “whizwords” because they did a white job of fooling my re-

ception.

But when I thought I could stand no more, a miracle occurred, I think they call it 10:15 p.m. At any rate it gave me time to sort out my warped mind andbrushed wire. For this I was ungraciously grateful.

Bids turning on if one of the many abuses I have suffered. My pride has taken a severe shock too.

Even though my lines are quite buckled and my voice is extremely pleasing, people sit and laugh at me, or else they scold, hiss and boo. I tell you, sometimes I get so blue I think I could shout out, but I’m fixing my face with a clear screen.

Night after night I play until I have only a few—let’s see—15 pounds left.

Ronald Coleman’s little playmates are a little late maybe I can hope for an evening of peace. Oh Oh! I spoke too soon. Here they come, racing like hot-rods in the final heat.

I just can’t stand any more. The strain is too great. There is quite a condition and my voice is too way out. Forgive me, folks while I blow a tube.

Contribute to WSSF Drive February 19-23

Auction Planned to Spark WSSF Drive February 19-23

Because a Centrajite gets served first in the bookstore and another gets a 25-cent shine in the main hall Wednesday, a poverty-stricken Greek college student will have square meals and a pair of decent shoes next winter.

The “number one” bookstore ticket, as well as the shoe-shine and a host of other unusual privileges will be made available Wednesday as part of the World Student Service Fund Drive for aid to students in foreign countries.

Highlight of the week’s drive will be Wednesday’s Auction Assembly, where auctioneer Harry Smith will raffle off things like the following:

The front seat for two to watch television in Wilmore Hall, reserved for a week.

A student’s admittance to the President’s office by Dr. Eisen, himself.

The 1,2, and 3 numbers in the bookstore at noon for a week.

An escort from one of Professor Hoult’s quizzes either on Monday or Tuesday (no fooling!)

The right to skip inspection one week in the dorm.

The right to turn in one theme to Miss Hunting.

Bidding is expected to be fast and furious for those and other privileges to be auctioned off. All proceeds, of course, will go to the WSSF drive.

In addition, the men of the faculty will give a shine stand in the main hall all afternoon. The price will be 25 cents for a shine by such experts as Professor Hoult and Weber.

A fund collected here for destitute students around the world surpassed any previous funds I almost guaranteed. This year’s contributions are expected to top even that amount.

The WSSF was organized to give students in the United States a chance to help fellow students whose homes, books, clothing, dormitories and schools were destroyed by the war. A complete account of the way the money is spent, and an appeal to the nation’s organization later in the year.
Arranging engagements is still continuing from Santa Claus time; that is to say, Christmas. Dorothy Stricker and Marion Wells, both of the 1956 graduating class, were graduated at that time. They plan to marry this summer if Uncle Sam permits it. (Guys, don't let your girls know, especially Uncle Sammy.)

On Christmas night Martha Coberly, '52, became engaged to Zane Harmon, a graduate of Greenwood High School at Greenwood, Indiana. At the present she is employed as a Technical Engineer for the Paperboard Container Corporation, but plans to go to school to study radio, communications, and television in the near future. Mr. and Mrs. Harmon are majoring in Home Ec and minoring in Bible and Religion. Don't ask to see Martha's ring because she will show you a pin. In place of a ring, Zane has been her stereo. Her pattern is "Television" and you may see her wearing a variety of colors for fashionable earrings, all in the same pattern. Definitely marriage is nearer than the candidate is.

The announcement of the approaching marriage of Emilee Ann Tolson and James R. Lupton, Class of 1956, has been made. The ceremony will take place in February at the University Heights Christian Church at 3:00 p.m.

Good luck to both of you and may your future be bright and happy.

**ATTENTION SENIORS!**

**Order Your Announcements NOW!**

**From...**

Chris Livengood

**Cash Preferred**

**THE EDITOR SAYS...**

The air in February is nostalgic with thoughts of valentines and great men.

In the year 1800 on the twelfth day of February a baby was born in the home of the first settlers of Kentucky. The child, who was destined to rise above his poverty and handicaps in a makeshift school to one of the great leaders of the United States of America, is Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln was a simple, homespun man, humble, patient and kind. He was a fighter, a brilliant lawyer, a statesman, a politician, and a man of the people.

The 150th anniversary of his birth will be observed on February 12th. Lincoln will forever be engraved on our Gettysburg Address. "Four score and seven years ago there was brought forth this continent a new nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. But in a larger sense we cannot dedicate—we cannot consecrate—we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it far above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take increasingResolution as we go forth from here to continue their struggle. As a great nation, we must face the difficulties and pressures which will come to us unless we dedicate ourselves to the task of making this nation great.

The twenty-second day of the same month commemorates the birth of another great American, the Father of our Country. George Washington did not come from a poor home but had all the advantages of a growing boy. He learned under the best tutors, he attended the best schools, and became the first President of the United States. Washington also made speeches, but I have chosen a prayer he wrote, a prayer I believe has been eulogized by the people of America which is little known. May it stimulate your thoughts as it has mine.

"Almighty God, we make our earnest prayer that Thou wilt keep the United States in Thy holy protection; that Thou wilt incline the hearts of the citizens to cultivate a spirit of patriotism, and to cherish and maintain the principles of justice, equality, and mercy. And finally that Thou wilt grant grace to us all to do justice, to love mercy and to demean ourselves with that charity, humility and pacific temper of mind which Our Divine Author of blessed religion, and without a humble imitation, of whose example in these things we can never hope to be a happy nation. Grant our supplication, we beseech Thee, through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen." Let us make this prayer as the nation faces another crisis.

**Σ and Ρ:**

**CHOIR TO PRESENT FIVE CONCERTS ON WEEK-END TRIP**

The College Choir will take a week-end trip, March 3 and 4, to Southern Indiana and Kentucky. They are scheduled to present sacred concerts in Princeton’s Chapel, Saturday at 3:00 p.m.; Georgetown, Sunday, at 8:00 a.m.; New Albany, Sunday, at 2:00 p.m.; Louisville (First Church), Sunday at 4:00 p.m.; and Corydon, Sunday at 5:00 p.m. With such a full schedule the members of the choir, will be well-seasoned for the Spring Tour in April.

**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

**Editor, The Reflector,**

Since I have transferred from M.C.A. to Millikin University, I wonder if I can still receive the issues of The Reflector.

I hope all is fine and dandy at school. I received a scholarship from Millikin and it is right here at home; however I miss the kids and school, most of all I miss CENSORED.

I hope to get over some weekend to see you all. I hope I will be able to get a good education here. Ed note: Is that a hint, Bob? I would also like to receive the Bulletin of the Alumni Association. The kids at Millikin think it is a great school paper. They say it is a lot better than the one you have. Sincerely,

Bob Bechtel, Jr.

335 N. University

**ed note: Thanks for your letter, Bob. We of the Reflector staff hope everyone enjoys reading the paper as much as we enjoy getting it out.**

**STUDENT COUNCIL BOX SCORE**

1. The Student Council considered the election of the Cherry Blossom Queen. Each member of the council will vote no later than 4th period so that the committee will pick the winner.

2. Plans were completed for the construction of facilities and the program of the Worship Center. The S.C.A. was placed in charge of the project and was authorized to spend approximately $200.

3. A schedule committee was appointed to fix the dates of scheduled meetings of the Student Council and the S.C.A. for the remainder of the semester so as to avoid conflicts.

**C.M.A. Plans For Fellowship Dinner**

The members of the C.M.A. and those interested in Rural Church Music will meet for a fellowship dinner on Tuesday evening, March 6, at the college dining hall. Fellowship will be held at the request of the White River Conference of the U.B.P. Church. The program will present a discussion and pictures on this important phase of the Christian Church.
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Cash Preferred
Are You Diseased? Be Cured by Daisy

Since the last semester departure of Mrs. Munseman, Daisy Welch has been appointed to the school nurse. This is not a new experience for Daisy having served as nurse in her home town and at the state University.

Hailing from Terre Haute, she received her "R.N. nurse" status from the St. Anthony's Hospital there. Daisy is a native of Indianapolis and has worked on her college degree and teacher license. She is a junior majoring in biology at Butler University.

Last year was a great experience for Daisy as she worked in the hospital at the F.B.B. Red Bird Mission in Kentucky. Having returned to the city, she is ready to help maintain the health of the students and faculty. Don't let the professional sounding R.N. scare you—if sick call for Daisy. Her office hours are 9:00 a.m.—11:00 a.m.

LATEST BULLETIN

Any Alumnus interested in a new position for the school year 1951 is reminded that the Placement Bureau at Indiana Central College at once is available.

Please do not send for experienced teachers at the present time and we have no one to fill these vacancies. If you are interested, send us your name and address to refer any vacancies to you that you are qualified to accept.

Head, Placement Bureau

The ED AND COED OF THE MONTH

Personality plus! That describes our Ed of the Month, Joe Harrile.

A sophomore, Joe has been active in class affairs and is now serving as vice president of class. Along another line our Ed is even more active, that's the fifty yard line. Joe was a big bowler for the team and for the 190 season he was chosen most valuable player. As additional honors, Joe was voted by his teammates as captain of the team.

With spring on its way, baseball will step to the sports foreground and Joe will be there. Our Ed enjoys bowling and tennis. And again Joe will cover it for the Greyhounds.

A graduate of Southport High School here in Indianapolis, Joe was also active in student and sports affairs.

A math major and a physical ed minor even Joe's hobbies are unusual. Joe is a bowler, tennis player, basketball and football player.

After college will come a career of teaching and coaching.

An even tempered guy, Joe says he's easy to get along with.

When it comes to chow time, a steak, rare, rings the bell on his favorite menu.

Back at the active in sporting events, Joe is also active in the "Q" Association.

Easy to get along with, easy to like is our Ed of the Month, Joe Harrile.

SNAPS by Ginger

Greetings guys and gals, this is Ginger again.

With spring not too many miles around the corner, here's a little advice to the fellows who wish to avoid any problems with their G.A.A.'s during the most romantic season.

- You may call a girl a kitten
- But you must not call her a cat
- You may call a girl a moon
- But you must not call her a star
- You may call her a chicken, but not a hen
- You may call her a hardy, but not a goody
- You may call her a vision, but not a sight.

Love some loxies? Check with Art Bright's last and found lox. It seems that Art acquired Bette Allen's keys and then disappeared. After searching for them for six weeks, Art located them in his loot pocket. Talk about crummy, it seems he had a grain of sand. Incidentally he collected a five dollar reward.

The pass word around Wilmore Hall — Is there any hot water?

Things must really be tough, Prof. Davis was seen behind the counter in the Campus Cupboard. Will somebody please pass the hat?

Radio Hawkins Day sure made monkeys out of some of our most "cultured" students. Can you explain it, Prof. Hooli?

The General Office staff must really be proud of the new television set. When the ministers held their conference here recently, the offices sent them to Wilmore Hall basement instead of Dalley Hall Reception room. When a scout was sent out, he found the fellows enjoying a calm video evening.

- Herman: Can you see all right dear?
- Margaret: Yes, I'm seeing ok.
- Herman: Is there a draft on you?
- Margaret: No, not at all.
- Herman: Is your seat comfortable?
- Margaret: Yes, quite comfortable.
- Herman: Then let's trade seats.

Overheard:

- Wayne Shipley: My girl's lipstick seems to have a better flavor than my own.
- Bob Miller: Yes, doesn't it.

- It's a mystery to me how Mrs. Miller can cook when she has such a terrible time with the oven.
- Don Murphy: She's a better cook than I ever was.

The private eye: Frieda Meyers was stung trying to "lift" a book from the library shelf, but Miss Shirley Scott's "bookcase" proved successful. At the sound of "thumping" book ends "easily" falling to the floor, all eyes in the Library were glued to Frieda. Oh it was a little crowded as there were several in the room. Sentience of a red face and sheepish look was pronounced by the jury.

- Dwight Saylor: What do you think we would go nicely with my shooting pink socks?
- Robbie Robinson: "Bigshot!"

- It's rumored that the sophomore girls will play the sophomores fellows in basketball. Let's hope so. Last year's game was a riot.
- Betty: This year, however, they may play by rules. At any rate, don't miss it.
- To coin a phrase: "Life is one fool thing after another; love is two fool things after each other."

THE MUSIC BOX

On February 22, Dr. Euler will speak and the College Choir will sing in the Lenten service at the St. John's Evangelical and Reformed Church near Fountain Square. The choral music will include portions of the Shaker Makers by Ansel Adams.

The Chapel Trio composed of Lelia Smith, Martha Stone, and Rosalie Rapp with Lavells Smith accompanying them throughout the state. Recent recordings were presented at Bourbon and South Bend.

The College Quartet, consisting of Wayne Smith, Charles Jones, Alvin Murphy, and John Adams, will sing on the Christian Men Build- er's program, February 11 broadcasting with WFTM from the Third Christian Church of this city.
Indiana Central Sport Fans to Witness Soph Battle of Sexes

Is the woman's place in the home? Sports fans are in for the treat of the ICC fieldhouse year when there are no more dates to date in a Reboc basketball game against the sophomore women on the night of February 23.

At the first whistle to the last, the tilt should lift the spectators as well as the coach on the edge of their seats.

Cross Country Team Hands Westeriders First Defeat 37-31

Tourney Line is drawing near in intercollegiate basketball with the teams putting final touches on the offensive games.

The game of the month was played between the undefeated Westeriders and the Cross Country team.

After a hard fought game, the Cross Country team showed a 37-31 defeat.

Playing its usual fast game, the Cross Country team was held down to a 22-17 half-time score by its defense-minded opponents.

The second half was more tightly fought than the first, with the final score of the ball game up 25 all at the end of the third quarter.

At the start of the fourth quarter the Westeriders took the lead, but the high-spirited Cross Country team fought back and soon created a lead which the Westeriders were unable to overcome.

Al Hawkins, the league's leading scorer, was held to 9 points to lead the Westeriders. Art Bright led the scoring of both teams with 11 marks.

In other games played, Shaw's Team defeated New Team 32-31 with Joe Lewis getting 18 points. The Guess Whistles were defeated by the Trojans 51-39 with Ken Ertz netting 18 points. The Cross Country team continued to lead the league in offenses by defeating Tech 94-23 with Russ Albert, and Albert splitting the nets for 22 points. 

Other games played, Shaw's Team defeated New Team 23-21 with Joe Lewis getting 18 points. The Guess Whistles were defeated by the Trojans 51-39 with Ken Ertz netting 18 points. The Cross Country team continued to lead the league in offenses by defeating Tech 94-23 with Russ Albert, and Albert splitting the nets for 22 points. 

This tilt was a war of nerves, embittered with the battle of the sexes in force all the way through to the final gun which left the boys with a slim one point lead.

Field House Manager Angus Nicoses warns that those attending the games should not be too friendly, as they can get good seats since this was an evening of entertainment as well as a basketball game.

Sports On Parade

With the Hoosier Conference title in dispute, the opportunity to compete in the play-offs for the N.A.A.B. tourney. Four teams will be chosen for the play-offs of the 2nd district. Indiana Central and Evansville are the only sure teams at the present time.

In the last issue of the Reflector, the date of the rescheduled game with Tri State was given as March 2nd. This must be corrected for the games will be played on Thursday, March 1.

Dwight Swalls and Jim Ove of Valparaiso are in a two-way duel for the state scoring title. Swalls has scored 375 points for a 22.1 average and Ove has scored 372 points for a 21.9 average. Both have played in 17 games.

When the Greyhounds stopped Taylor, they also lowered the Trojans scoring average a bit. The Trojans prior to the Central game had carried a 78.3 average through 21 games. Being held to 59 points is not the accustomed pace for the Trojans.

Quakers Succumb To I.C.C. Quintet

On Saturday evening, February 18, the Greyhounds ventured to Richmond to play the Earlham Quakers. The Quakers put up a valiant struggle but succumbed to the league leaders by a score of 57-51. Dayton Moore, captain of the Earlham quintet staged a one man rally in the last half with a 16 point outburst. He wound up the night as leading scorer with 27 points, eight more than runner-up Dwight Swalls with 19 points. Moore was the only Quaker in the double figures, while Don Stevenson and John Sinclair joined Swalls with 10 points and 14 points respectively.

The Greyhounds, after getting a 25-25 half time edge, managed to stay ahead of the Quakers by 10 points until the final three minutes when Moore started pouring the points in.

Hounds Take Over ICC Lead Winning Over Taylor 70-59

With six games left on their schedule, the Bulldogs are riding into first place by trampling the Taylor Trojans to the tune of 70-59. The delicate balance between Dwight Swalls and Taylor's Norm Wilfirth failed to materialize, as the Greyhounds scored 22 points through the hoop and limber on the floor. Forward Dave Jones was close behind Swalls for the night's scoring honors.

The game was nip and tuck all the way, being tied 13 times. Taylor's Tom Thomas made six of 10 free throws to submerge the Trojans late in the second half.

Niantics' Greg Scott and 

Junior Varsity Adds Four Wins For 9-2 Record

During the past month Central's J.V.'s have added four victories to their string. Max Sop's, an independent team from Richmond, was checked and led the lightest fast five of Jones, Colestorm, and Don Stevenson made the biggest of the night on points over the previously well matched Trojans.

STATISTICALLY SPEAKING

The Greyhounds are but one game away from the Hoosier Conference title as the result of their 57-47 win over Manchester on the Spartan's floor. One had quickly adjusted itself to the double post offense of the Spartans and were held to a one point margin in the first half.

The Hounds led 28-23 at the half and increased the lead in the second half held a 14 point margin.

Carl Sand's was the big gun for the Spartans, putting 19 points of those in the first half. Dwight Swalls and Don Stevenson led Central's scoring, with 13 points respectively. Swalls hit 11 of 12 charity tosses.

REFEEREE

I think that I shall never see
A satisfactory referee

About whose head a halo shines
Whose merits rate reporter's

One, who calls them as they are
And not as I would wish by far

A gent who leans not either way
But lets the boys decide the play.

A guy who'll sting the cock with a rap

From Podunk City to Ten Mile Gaps.

Penum are made by fools like me
Only the skilled they praise.

Butler Bows To Whippets 39-32

Before a game you may hear one of Mrs. Poits' Whippets say, "Well, if we don't win, we will build character." However, it seems that they have been able to cope out at the long end of the scoring against most of their opponents.

In February, the Whippets met their cross-town rivals of Howe High School in an exhibition game and defeated them 39 to 32. This could be a preview of what the Greyhounds could do if they were given the opportunity to meet the Bulldogs on the hardwood.

On February 4 the Whippets had little trouble handling the girls from Central with a 44 to 7 score, and the Nuns from 37-29 on February 5. The girls have scored over 70 points in the Central Field House on the sixth, and in spite of a fourth quarter struggle by teamates Leroy Rupp with 20 markers.

REBOUT, boys, John Simulace, forward on the Greyhound quintet makes a determined leap for possession of the ball.

—Photo by Bill Gates, Indianapolis Times.

Opponents

Includes game of February 10.